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Farm to Roaster 

Over the last decade, we have seen the specialty coffee industry grow and positively evolve. New economic 

opportunities have been created for roasters as an increasing number of consumers have begun to appreciate 

coffee as a differentiated product, and value the impact that things like variety, terroir and processing can 

have on cup quality. However, many of the market challenges that faced the industry ten years ago remain 

today; some are even more acute. Climate change is having a real impact on farms, and specialty prices paid to 

farmers often fall short of a living income or even the farmer’s cost of production.  

The lack of transparency and available information in the coffee supply chain means that many actors in the 

chain – from the producer to the consumer – have little understanding of the farmgate price paid and who are 

the coffee farmers. In some cases, this ambiguity can be capitalized on by different parties along the supply 

chain – exporters, importers, traders – who exploit low prices paid to the farmer and add hefty margins onto 

the coffee, while the producer receives no premiums.  

Specialty coffee is extremely competitive, and consumers are becoming increasingly aware of the lack of 
transparency of the coffee they are buying and where it comes from. They are actively searching for verified 
coffee and want to confirm the credibility of the coffee they purchase. 82% of consumers are more likely to 
consider buying coffee that uses technology, which proves it is ethically and sustainably.  

US Specialty coffee is a highly competitive market projected to make $83.5 billion in 2025 and is dominated 

by huge multinational corporations. These corporations offer the lowest price, have the highest profitability 

and benefit from the C-market that sets coffee prices. These low prices devastate small coffee producers and 

the environment. However, it doesn’t have to be this way.   

The iFinca Roasters Guild (IRG) is a global coffee guild committed to assist the diverse coffee roasting 

community in the competitive coffee market through our globally recognized digital platform, which provides 

transparency of the coffee supply chain from farm to café.  

The IRG increases your buying power of ethical and sustainable coffee beans from importers 

without having to purchase more than you need. iFinca & IRG offers from farm to roaster to your 

clients - transparency, traceability of your green coffee purchasing. Join now!  

Membership is open to all coffee roasters and is free. Additionally, IRG members hold ownership shares in 
iFinca LLC. As iFinca gains market share and future revenues, all IRG members share in the profits. To 
become a member…  

• Download the free app (iFinca), sign up and complete your iFinca profile

• Contact Alexander Barrett at adb@ifinca.co

Stay up to date on iFinca by visiting our website, following us on Instagram and Twitter. 

iFinca an Agri-fintech company founded in 2018, employs a first to market B2B2C blockchain native mobile 

app to eliminate information asymmetry through automated data verification and digitization of farmgate 

prices. We offer price transparency as well as verification of ESG claims throughout the coffee supply chain. 

Our integrated mobile app, blockchain and QR code technology provides complete price and sustainability 

information unavailable until now.   
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iFinca - 2022 Impact Projects: 

NexGen/ReGen: (Next Generation to Regenerate Coffee Farming) is a special program in 

Colombia. Providing education, technology and global market access for 5,000 small holder farmers. 
Certifications available Fair Trade, Rain Forest Alliance and Organic. 

Currently, 80% of global coffee is produced by small-holder farms. And with an average age of 60 
years old, these producers after many years of hard work will be retiring soon. But unfortunately, 
80% of the next generation farmer want nothing to do with what they consider a “poverty crop.” By 
the theses numbers we could see up to 64% of global coffee production disappear in the next half 
decade.  

We want help eliminate the huge disruption in future coffee productions by working with the next 
generation coffee producers (5000 producers - aged 35 & below) to achieve a minimum of a living 
income, encourage and convert to the use of technology and in-turn educate and support this 
generation with farm level sustainability practices.  

Coffee for Change: is a unique program in Uganda. Providing education, technology and global 
market access for 15,000 small holder farmers. 

In Uganda, smallholder farmers suffer the consequences of drought and climate change, 
reducing their already limited incomes. Climate change is challenging the economic viability 
of smallholder farmers in Uganda. We make the case that current agricultural training 
solutions in this environment without farmer prof itability leads to failing to fully engage 
farmers, anchors climate risk farming behaviors, and decreased productivity . 

Coffee for Peace: is an social impact program in Colombia. This program is an alliance of coffee 

farmers and market allies created to develop, facilitate and promote the trade of traceable coffees 
from historic violent zones in Colombia. Certifications available Fair Trade, Rain Forest Alliance and 
Organic 

Colombia is in the middle of a historic peace process, after fifty plus years of violence. The success 
of this monumental task rests not only on the political will of the government of Colombia and 
former rebels, but also on the willingness of the international community to support Colombia 
economically during this transition. For the thousands of farmers who live in post-violent regions of 
Colombia, this is an opportunity to leave behind the violence of the past, where production of illicit 
crops was the norm, and embrace a peaceful future through the production of specialty coffee. 

For more information: Contact Alexander Barrett at adb@iFinca.co or info@iFinca.co 
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